Drone technology for ports
Inspect and record the condition of your infrastructure in a digital
operational workflow, where drones deliver data to and from the
management system Lorenz Hive®.

01 Complete mapping

06 Offset inspection

02 Area maps

07 Tracking and monitoring

03 Fence inspection

08 GPS location determination

04 Light house and buoy inspections

09 Measurement of stockpile volume

05 Automated quay inspections

01

Complete
mapping
Dimensionally stable
aerial photos for producing
updated maps
Updated maps provided on the basis of drone
flights and subsequent digital stitching.
The flights are performed in accordance with
present legislation and the updated maps
are delivered digitally in Lorenz Hive® with
associated measurement tools.
(Check off)

Complete overview with detailed
maps of selected areas
Access updated digital maps of your area
and use the integrated measurement
tools to space manage selected areas and
monitor your grounds. The updated maps
are provided in Lorenz Hive® web interface
and can be accessed from your internet
browser where the measurement tools
assist with calculations of square meters
and lengths on top of the
updated maps.

02

Selected
area maps
(Check off)

03

Fence
inspection

Detect fence breaches and
violations
Access digital fence inspections and detect
breaches in the perimeter security. The
inspection is documented digitally and can
be showcased in accordance with current
legislative regulations.

(Check off)

Maintenance assessment and
planning
Inspect your remote located assets and
assess the need for repairs continuously.
Buoys and light houses located up to 850
meters from the coast can be inspected by
drones in appropriate weather conditions.
The flights are easily performed and
provides insights on the time frame for
necessary repairs.

04

Light house and
buoy inspections
(Check off)

05

Automated quay
inspections

Routine inspections on
steady terms
Inspections of safety ladders, fenders, buoys,
and bollards automatically digital registered.
Pre-programmed routes along quays to secure
homogeneous data collection, where incidents
and objects can be marked in flights and
exported for maintenance reports.
(Check off)

Special inspection of
quay fenders
With 30 degrees offset camera angle it is
possible to inspect the attaching structures
behind the fenders. Fixtures and fasteners
can be controlled and need for repairs
determined.

06

Offset
inspection
(Check off)

07

Tracking and
monitoring

Optimal discharge of
sand and mud
Track the flow of sand and mud pumping to
determine where the drainage ends up. The
tracking happens by the movements in the
surface and follows the flow of sand
away from the port quay.

(Check off)

Coordinates of longitude and
latitude
Get the exact coordinates of an attached
drilling rig or other infrastructure. Based on a
drone flight and updated ortho photos, exact
coordinates are determined, benefitting the
placement of other vessels.

55.442195, 8.471287

08

GPS location
determination
(Check off)

09

Measurement of
stockpile volume

Density measurement of
stockpile volumes on
gravel, stone, sand etc.
Measure up the volume of detached
stockpiles of diverse stock of raw materials
to estimate the quantity of gravel, stone,
sand, etc.

(Check off)

Do you want to know more?
Sivlandvænget 3, 1st floor,
5260 Odense S, Denmark

Visit our website or follow us on
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social media for further
information.
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